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THE CHALLENGE
Technology offers enormous potential in securing a sustainable future for the planet. However, the
conservation community faces a significant challenge in making sure these technologies are affordable and
available to users around the world, and ensuring that people have the knowledge to use these tools properly.
Even technologies that have already demonstrated their worth in the field must be adapted to specific social
and environmental conditions, and require local buy-in and ownership.
Ensuring that technologies can be adopted more widely requires resources, training and testing on the ground
- often in challenging situations. However, too often the data and lessons learned from research and field tests
are kept within NGOs, academic institutions or the private sector, and rarely shared effectively through
peer-reviewed publications and media articles. Predictably, this leads to unnecessary duplication of effort as
new technology users encounter the same challenges faced by others.

A NEW COMMUNITY
WILDLABS.NET is working to change this. United for Wildlife, with support from Google.org and ARM,
launched this collaborative initiative to encourage and enable more open sharing of information about the use
of technology to fight against illegal wildlife trade and the myriad other pressing issues facing our planet. It
brings together a community of conservationists, technologists, engineers, data scientists, entrepreneurs and
thought leaders. Community members share problems and successes, give and receive guidance, and access
the resources needed to discover or collaboratively create technology to solve big conservation challenges.
This online platform is enabling conservationists (including those based in the field) to connect directly with
technology experts, explain the challenges they face and source technological solutions to these problems.
Connecting with users on the ground will also help technologists test their ideas in field environments, and
adapt them to ensure maximum possible impact.
Launched at the WWF Fuller Science Symposium in November 2015, the WILDLABS.NET community has
grown rapidly to over 1300 global members. Members have been sharing ideas on a range of topics including
new predator deterrents, using seismic detection technology to prevent human-wildlife conflict, and tackling
illegal logging with technology. They are collaboratively developing new hardware prototypes, including a new
open-source acoustic monitoring device for tracking wolves and an automatic elephant detector using machine
learning. They have also been crowd-sourcing answers to questions about low-cost tracking tags, integrating
wildlife tracking with other technologies, self-powered camera traps, all the while sharing interesting
conservation tech news and projects.
With WILDLABS.NET, we put knowledge and connections in the hands of the people working on the front line
of conservation.
To join the community, visit www.wildlabs.net.

WHY WILDLABS.NET?
The first global, open online community dedicated to conservation
technology, the aim of the network is to address three key
challenges and opportunities in researching, developing and
transferring technology that protects wildlife.

1

Information on tech tools with conservation value is
often siloed within major organizations, research
institutions and the private sector. Media stories, journal
articles and other resources make some learning
accessible, but these only tell part of the story.

2

To assess the evolving market and find engineers to help
us to build tools for anti-poaching and other
conservation needs, many in the community have
released Requests for Proposals and forged direct
partnerships with individuals, companies and
institutions. In order to magnify the impact of our work,
we need to empower global networks in the conservation
and tech spaces to co-develop their own solutions.

3

There are many engineers and experts out there who are
keen to support conservation, and only a limited number
of NGO experts to advise field users. In order for
appropriate tech tools to scale in conservation, field
users require a way to directly access advisors and
central resources.

WILDLABS.NET delivers a platform for users around the world to
build community, crowd-source ideas and co-develop solutions

“

WILDLABS has opened a portal
for me to a global network of
information on conservation
initiatives. This has already
helped me get into contact with
key individuals and organisations
and develop research projects
as well as implement new
solutions to existing issues. It has
been and continues to be an
invaluable information resource.

As a specific example, through
the WILDLABS Human-Wildlife
Conflict forum I was able to meet
a farmer who is pioneering an
audio-deterrent collar that can
reduce livestock mortality to
predation. We are now in
discussions with him to buy a
number of these devices and
conduct a research project in
Namibia to help farmers in
communal conservancies better
protect their livestock from wild
dog attacks. This benefits farmers
and helps protect the wild dogs
from persecution.
Tarik Bodasing
Namibia

that will support the uptake of technology tools that both
empower users and save wildlife.
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EVOLVING OUR COMMUNITY

CORE COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES

These are the key ongoing (micro-level) activities that move members

MEMBER
CONTENT

along the engagement ladder:

CURATING
RESOURCES

Showcasing community
member generated case
studies, interviews and
essays

COMMUNITY CHAMPION
ACTIVE REGULARLY

Conservation tech career
and funding opportunities,
events & news are curated
into a centralised
repository

ACTIVE OCCASIONALLY
WILDLABS
DIGEST

PASSIVE
These activities 1) regularly bring people to the community platform,
2) establish the community culture, and 3) model and reward desired

A regular email wrap-up
of community
conversation highlights
and latest resources
posted

behaviours.

OPEN
COLLABORATIVE

COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT
INITIATIVES

Facilitating engagement
by seeding conversations ,
back-channelling to
prompt members to
share expertise

SELF-IDENTIFYING

Our goal is to build a community with a shared identity, where new
members feel welcome, and all members are comfortable asking
questions, sharing their knowledge, and openly collaborating to
identify gaps and develop new solutions.

ENGAGED
ON-BOARDING
NEW MEMBERS

Personally welcoming new
members, asking about
their challenges and
orienting them in the
community

PERSONAL
CONVERSATIONS

Investing time in regular
conversations with
individual members - in
person, over Skype or
online

SOCIAL MEDIA
OUTREACH

Primarily with Twitter to
engage other
communities, and engage
new member through
challenges like
#tech4wildlife

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING
The WILDLABS community transitioned into phase two of the community lifecyle (Iriberri and Leroy, 2009; Millington, 2012 p.25-35) in August, 2016.
In this phase, we are building on the foundation created by our micro-level activities that encourage a high level of engagement from a relatively small
number of individuals. Our Community Programmes are macro-level activities aimed at reaching several members at a time. These programmes
encourage 1) a shift away from direct growth to referral and promotion growth (members inviting friends and coverage in media outlets read by our
target audience), 2) begin to embed scaling processes in our community by recruiting volunteers and developing/optimising the platform functionality,
and 3) deepen the sense of community felt among members through shared experiences and in person events.

2. WILDLABS MEETUPS

3. PARTNERSHIP EVENTS

Through the WILDLABS Champions Programme, 12

In 2016, our members began asking for opportunities

WILDLABS was an official partner of the US State

community leaders are now in place as volunteer

to meet in person. WILDLABS Meetups began in

Department Zoohackathon event in November, 2016.

group managers. These subject matter experts

Cambridge, UK facilitated by the Community Manager.

The Zoohackathon event was held at six zoos globally

encourage others from their networks to join the

Seven meetups featuring member led presentations

and called on coders and wildlife protectors to create

community and drive engagement within groups by

and discussions have been held so far. The IUCN

new applications and tools which can help reduce

welcoming new members, sharing resources, and

World Conservation Congress in Hawaii provided an

demand for illegal wildlife products. The

crowd sourcing technical advice.

opportunity to take these meetups international, with

WILDLABS.NET platform hosted discussions and

WILDLABS.NET highlighting member presentations

allowed participants from all sites to connect during

and facilitating networking between members.

and after the event.

“

WILDLABS has great promise, and it added some great
discussion points to the satellite telemetry innovation
workshop. It’s connected me to people from around
the world who are interested in projects or ideas that are
in line with my work, but deal with very different locations
and species.
Of course, getting that off the ground and
following through on it is the hard part. It would
be great if there was an opportunity to
propose in-person meetings with
connections made via
WILDLABS.
Elisabeth Kruger
Alaska
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1. CHAMPIONS PROGRAMME

BY THE

MOST READ RESOURCES

NUMBERS

WILDLABS has evolved into a global network of over 1,300
members. The site has received over 20,000 visitors
generating 104,000+ pageviews. WILDLABS.NET currently
has over 20 active online discussion groups with 250+
discussion threads, enabling tech users to crowd-source
questions and share ideas for conservation benefit.

MEMBER BACKGROUNDS
International
NGO Staff
16%

MOST VISITED PROFILES

Other*
34%
Academic
Institution
18%

Courtney Dunn

Field-based
Conservationist
15%

Technologist
17%

*’Other’ Includes our members who are writers, teachers, artists, documentary film-makers, and NGO staff
from other sectors. It also includes members who have not provided sufficient information for classifcation.

David Klein

Dave Cortright

Machine Learning
Group Manager

Gautam Shah

Ollie Wearn

Kate West

Gaming for Conservation
Group Manager

Camera Trapping
Group Manager

Marine Conservation
Group Manager

Nilanga jayasinghe
Human Wildlife Conflict
Group Manager

Sofia Tereshchenko

Lot Amorós
Drones
Group Manager

MOST POPULAR COMMUNITY GROUPS

FORUM USAGE BY MEMBERS

400

Eric Becker

Acoustic Monitoring
Group Manager

317

300

200

100

Replies
50
92

50
41

0

Threads

92
74
37
Open-ended,

Posting general Sharing personal Asking specific ambigious questions,
news & resources projects & ideas how-to questions inviting collaborative
problem solving

Comfort

Connection

Trust

Partnership

WILDLABS.NET
MEMBER MAP
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18 MONTHS IN OUR

COMMUNITY

1,333 registered members

24 activity discussion groups focusing on

20,875 visitors generating 104,185
pageviews from 110+ countries.

(16% NGO, 18% academia, 16%
field-based practitioners, 17% tech sector

challenges in conservation and technology

254 active threads containing
816 posts involving 170 members.

tools, with

professionals, 34% other).

Anne Gahart / ZSL Zoohackathon

TRANSITION TO A STAGE 2 COMMUNITY
According to the Iriberri and Leroy (2009) community life cycle,
we transitioned into the Establishment Phase in August 2016.
This is the point when the community has reached critical mass.

acoustic monitoring project from BTO.

#TECH4WILDLIFE PHOTO CHALLENGE

18, 2015 at National Geographic Society

On World Wildlife Day (March 3, 2016) WILDLABS.NET challenged

Headquarters in Washington, DC.

users of tech in conservation to share images of their work in the

leveraged the new Meetups and Event

#Tech4Wildlife images were tweeted 800+ times in the first three

and other urgent environmental threats.

days. 200 photos and videos were shared, lending valuable insights

Gary Atkinson of ARM and Katherine Chou

into tools that are currently in use in the field – from robotic

of Google[X] Labs presented, along with a

cheetahs for studying prey responses, to camera traps destroyed

fantastic line up of change-makers in

by elephants, to test drones crash landing on islands. The hashtag

conservation, industry and academia.

remains a popular way to share conservation technology news,
projects, and questions.

NOVEMBER

2016

FEBRUARY

Zoo, Smithsonian’s National Zoo,

MARCH

The Zoohackathon event called on

WORLD RANGER CONGRESS

coders and wildlife protectors from all

John Probert represented WILDLABS at the 8th

create new applications and tools for

DC TECH MEETUP

World Ranger congress, which brought together

use on mobile phones and other

Rachel Kramer gave a 4.5 min live

over 330 participants from 60 countries.

devices, which can help reduce demand

demo to showcase WILDLABS.NET to

for illegal wildlife products.

a crowd of 400+ tech enthusiasts.

APRIL

Tom Swinfield shared his work and

conservation technology community platform.

sparked a full group discussion
brainstorming solutions to current
limitations for using UAVs to
measure forest quality.

was held in at the David

MAY

JUNE

around the world to come together to

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

1000 MEMBERS

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

2017

Colby Loucks showcased WILDLABS at
the WCN Wildlife Conservation Expo.
Stephanie O’Donnell gave a
talk about WILDLABS.NET

Rachel Kramer presented a poster at the National

WILDLABS MEETUP featuring

Geospatial Intelligence Agency Wildlife Crime

Internet of Elephants, discussing gaming for

Session at Purpose

Conference, titled ‘WILDLABS.NET: Networking on

conservation impact.

Conference, Sydney.

at the Planetary Tech

conservation technologies to address wildlife trafficking.’
Stephanie O’Donnell presented at the New

WILDLABS MEETUP where three members shared

Attenborough Building in Cambridge,

hardware they were developing in a local makespace. The

UK. These meetups are a space to

protoypes included an acoustic wolf detector, a

meet other members, share

multispectural camera with drone mount, and a radio for

interesting projects and bring live

tracking mountain gorillas.

questions for feedback.

networking event.

Zoological Society of London, Saint louis

members to shape the functionality and brand of the new

FIRST WILDLABS MEETUP

connections from their GIS speed

zoos globally: San Diego Zoo Global,

WILDLABS MEETUP

DISCOVERY DAYS allowed early community

group to organise and follow up

Woodland Park Zoo, and Taronga Zoo.

technology in the fight against wildlife crime

AUGUST

ZOOHACKATHON

Department initiative. It was held at six

field and in the lab with the hashtag #tech4wildlife.

The event profiled current and emerging

2015

Thom Starnes and Jonathan Knox

inaugural Zoohackathon, a US State

Symposium: Wired in the Wild on November

opportunities and news.

WILDLABS MEETUP featuring

WILDLABS was an official partner of

WILDLABS.NET launched at WWF’s Fuller

discussions and emerging case-studies,

FIRST MEMBER RUN MEETUP

Tech Challenge, with Rachel Kramer providing guidance

WILDLABS.NET LAUNCHES

digests circulated to flag evolving

tracking technology and a citizen science

WILDLABS.NET supported the USAID Wildlife Crime
to winning teams during the Accelerator Bootcamp.

12 subject matter experts now in place as
19 in-person events. 12

group managers.

Networks for Nature Conference, Cambridge.

IUCN WORLD
CONSERVATION
CONGRESS, HAWAI’I
Stephanie O’Donnell represented

ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
AUSTRALIA CONFERENCE
Stephanie O’Donnell presented the first
year of the WILDLABS.NET community
in the Technology Symposium.

WILDLABS at the IUCN WCC,
facilitating member connections and
WILDLABS was showcased as part of a reception on Capitol
Hill with WWF-US in celebration of World Wildlife Day, 2016.

showcasing member activities through
the conference community group on
WILDLABS.NET, and by creating
networking opportunities by organising
member meetups and dinners.

A. Iriberri and G. Leroy, "A Life Cycle Perspective on Online Community Success", ACM Computing Surveys, ACM Computing Surveys, 41 (2), Article 11, 2009. doi: 10.1145/1459352.1459356
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CROWD-SOURCING FOR

CONSERVATION

WOLF DETECTOR PROTOTYPE
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WILDLABS community members are leveraging discussion threads to crowd-source technical advice from experts
around the world, breaking silos to identify and co-design solutions in conservation.

AUTOMATED ELEPHANT DETECTION SYSTEM

YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH MATAKI TAGS

FOXLIGHT PREDATOR DETERRENT

TURTLE ID WITH PATTERN MATCHING

WILDLIFE CRIME APP DEVELOPMENT
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WOLF DETECTOR PROTOTYPE
In the community, members are particularly interested in

and power options to put together a wolf detector prototype. He

opportunities for developing cheaper, open source alternatives for

shared the specs in a new thread, stating that although the

acoustic monitoring. There are two particularly active

prototype works, broadly speaking, he had identified two main

conversations on this topic: one is looking at Raspberry Pi

issues that remained and asked for ideas to solve them. He has

powered recorders and the other looking at developing an

since refined the prototype and will be testing it in the field

open source prototype for monitoring wolf packs.

imminently. Community members have asked him to be sure to

In the second thread, Arik Kershenbaum opened by sharing that

share the results of these trials.

he had been using Wildlife Acoustics SM3s to triangulate the
position of howling wolves in Yellowstone NP. However, he wanted
to be able to deploy large numbers of wolf detectors based on
more affordable solutions. Using two in person events (including
a WILDLABS Meetup) and the WILDLABS.NET Acoustic
Monitoring forum, he crowd-sourced advice around microphone

AUTOMATED ELEPHANT DETECTION SYSTEM

FOXLIGHT PREDATOR DETERRENT

Neil Sheridan is developing a real-time machine-vision based

Members from India, Namibia, South Africa, Kenya and USA are

camera system to detect and provide alerts about elephants in

connecting and sharing their experiences using foxlight predator

rural areas. In a detailed opening post, he introduced the system

deterrents - a device developed by an Australian sheep herder to

and shared the outstanding questions he's grappling with about

protect livestock from predators like wolves, wild dogs and

hardware and software, openly inviting collaboration. The

coyotes. Reducing predation levels reduces human-wildlife

community responded enthusiastically, with members sharing

conflict and ultimately prevents the unnecessary killing of

specific advice to help him solve technical challenges and

predators. Three community members (from USA, India and

field-based members offering to test the system in their projects.

Namibia) have reported that they are now looking into testing
this technology in their projects.

YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH MATAKI TAGS

TURTLE ID WITH PATTERN MATCHING

This discussion began as a simple conversation where members

The Large Marine Vertebrates Project (Philippines) and the

shared their varied experiences using Mataki, an open-source

Perhentian Turtle Project (Malaysia) have been using pattern

tracking tag developed by ZSL, Debug Innovations and Microsoft.

recognition software to help identify sea turtles to the individual

The conversation evolved to the point where it demonstrated a

level. Kate West began the discussion keen to hear from anyone

clear demand for a new, updated version of the Mataki tag, and

using this kind of software, asking could this be a less invasive

attracting members of the original development team to become

and more cost-effective way of monitoring turtles? Daniel

involved in the discussion. The participants have proposed the

Quilters and Nazirul Amin from the Perhentian Turtle Project

next step will be to hold a workshop in early 2017 to define the

joined in the discussion, fielding interest and questions about

user needs for the next version of Mataki.

their approach from Twitter and the WILDLABS.NET community.

WILDLIFE CRIME APP DEVELOPMENT
Rosemary Hitchens works with the US Fish and Wildlife’s Office of
Law Enforcement, and had an idea for an app that could help
curb illegal wildlife trade. As she isn’t tech savvy herself, she
asked for suggestions for how to get help developing the app.
She had a number of developers reply with offers to help, and
was also encouraged to submit her idea to be considered for the
Zoohackathon event. Her proposal was selected as one of six
challenge statements and a number of teams chose to take on
her concept during the hackathon. The winner of the ZSL
Zoohackathon - Lookout - was a response to Rosemary’s idea.
The team took the concept and ran with it, developing a fully
embedded marketing campaign to educate travellers about
potential wildlife products they might inadvertently purchase
while overseas. Visit the Zoohackathon site to find out more.
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THE ROAD AHEAD
In 2016, WILDLABS.NET grew beyond expections,
adding value and community to the conservation
technology space. Looking ahead, we’re ready to build on
this strong foundation with three key areas of focus:

1

DEVELOPING AND OPTIMISING
PLATFORM FUNCTIONALITY
We deliberately launched the WILDLABS.NET
platform with fairly basic functionality, as we
wanted community needs to evidence and

“

WILDLABS helped me realize that I am
not alone in my frustration with the costs
and quality of many current research
technological aids.
But more than that, it helped me keep
in touch with what is happening in
wildlife research and making personal
contact with fellow researchers all over
the world. It also put me on the trail of a
number of possible solutions to various
problems in wildlife conservation.

shape future development priorities. After 18
months, priorities for development include

Chavoux Luyt,
South Africa

improved notification and other automation
systems, personalised user experiences in the
community, and a WILDLABS Wiki to facilitate
collaborative tech user guideline development.

2

WILDLABS FELLOWS PROGRAMME
We will expand the WILDLABS Champions

3

MEETUPS AND EVENTS
In 2017, we will introduce new opportunities for

Programme with an annual WILDLABS Fellows

our community members to meet in person and

Programme that will support ten community

collaborate. These include member organised

members developing technology solutions for

meetups in new locations (in conjunction with

key conservation challenges. Through the

the WILDLABS Fellows Programme) and new

WILDLABS Fellowship, these carefully selected

partnership events like the Zoohackathon and

leaders will be encouraged to showcase their

other formal Challenge Events.

work through a webinar, periodic articles and
hosting conversations in the community. They
will also gain access to a network of expert
technical support through our partners and
have the opportunity to apply for up to £2000

The problems faced by our planet cannot be solved by
people working in silos; join us and become part of the
WILDLABS.NET Community to work together to build the
solutions.

to support prototype development, field testing
or hosting a local meetup or workshop.
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